
Total Score: _____ / 10How well did you do?

Complete the following sentences using a word from the word bank below. You may use each word 
only once.

NAME: _________________ DATE: _________________

1. The countdown to the rocket _______________ will begin soon.

2. The Moon is the Earth’s largest _______________.

3. The space _______________ is expected to reach the space station today.

4. During an _______________, our view of the Sun is blocked by the Moon.

5. The Moon was a slender _______________ peeping from behind the clouds.

6. The Earth rotates on its _______________ as it orbits the Sun.

7. Many _______________ cover the surface of the Moon.

8. Man’s first walk on the Moon was a _______________ occasion.

9. The launch of a space shuttle depends on rocket _______________.

10. As the spacecraft entered the Earth’s atmosphere, its _______________ decreased.

historic          boulders          satellite          axis          eclipse
propulsion          launch          velocity          crescent          shuttle
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1. The countdown to the rocket launch will begin soon.

2. The Moon is the Earth’s largest satellite.

3. The space shuttle is expected to reach the space station today.

4. During an eclipse, our view of the Sun is blocked by the Moon.

5. The Moon was a slender crescent peeping from behind the clouds.

6. The Earth rotates on its axis as it orbits the Sun.

7. Many boulders cover the surface of the Moon.

8. Man’s first walk on the Moon was a historic occasion.

9. The launch of a space shuttle depends on rocket propulsion.

10. As the spacecraft entered the Earth’s atmosphere, its velocity decreased.
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